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                       		Airline and Airport Customer Reviews

✅ TRIP VERIFIED indicates the reviews where users supplied proof of travel with their ticket, booking or boarding pass.
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                                    Latest Airline Reviews
	1/10
TAP Portugal1516 Reviews
Not Verified | Avoid at any cost. Had a full economy class fare with unrestricted changes. At arrival at Lisbon tried to change my Lis-Fra flight to an earlier one. An employee at the counter told me it would cost… Read more


	5/10
Vietnam Airlines711 Reviews
	[image: ]

[image: ]Close
✅ Trip Verified | The video system was working poorly for the entire right side of the plane if not the whole plane (I couldn't see) was not working properly. Over 12 hours I managed to watch one movie I… Read more


	3/10
Air India1312 Reviews
Not Verified | Old Etihad plane completely worn out. IFE not working at least half of cabin. Broken tables. Broken toilets. Have flown Air India for some bizarre reason for 10 years. Will not fly on them again. Read more
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                                    Latest Seat Reviews
	1/10
Hong Kong Airlines3 Reviews
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✅ Trip Verified | First and last flight with Hong Kong Airlines. Assured of good flying weather we had the seat belt sign on due to turbulence. Also a unpleasant, checkin on line, catch. Unless you pay for a seat… Read more


	2/10
Air France114 Reviews
	[image: ]

[image: ]Close
✅ Trip Verified | For long haul flights the seats in economy are unacceptable, especially by paying extra for the 22A. Read more


	5/10
Turkish Airlines39 Reviews
✅ Trip Verified | On long haul flight Istanbul-Jakarta (and back) seats were quite narrow. I saw seat features map with 3x3x3 layout in the last aircraft compartment, in reality the middle section has four seats, so 3x4x3. Pitch is… Read more
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                                    Latest Lounge Reviews
	1/10
Cathay Pacific Airways128 Reviews
Not Verified | Lounge closed for renovations, over peak travel time at Easter? Nothing else open a this late hour at Logan. The BA lounge closes at 2100, CX could have used this one and extended the timing but chose… Read more


	8/10
Virgin Atlantic63 Reviews
✅ Trip Verified |   Excellent small lounge opposite gate A32. Two levels with views of aircraft taking off and landing. Friendly and efficient staff. A good choice of beverages - alcoholic and soft. A small food menu with a range… Read more


	3/10
Malaysia Airlines128 Reviews
✅ Trip Verified | Not a great Experience! 1st ever visit - maybe the last! Food was abysmal. Beef was chewy in Hot Dish and Chicken was tough and cold in the Curry with Potato. Young Children running around everywhere… Read more
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                                    Latest Airport Reviews
	1/10
Bordeaux Airport176 Reviews
Not Verified | I am a frequent flyer at Bordeaux's airport for business. I leave my car in P4, the long-term parking, which is run by the airport. Their billing practices are illegal. I have left the facility two times… Read more


	1/10
Edinburgh Airport549 Reviews
Not Verified | My experience at this airport has been nothing other than shambolic and an absolute embarrassment to Scotland. The airport is filthy, disorganised and the staff, with particular focus on immigration are an absolute joke. Having travelled the… Read more


	8/10
Norwich Airport98 Reviews
✅ Trip Verified | This is the first time in over 10 years that I have used Norwich airport. So easy and quick with friendly staff. WH Smiths was as normal for airports overpriced, however, Flour and Bean cafe was… Read more
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							THE WORLDS 5-STAR AIRLINES

                            							The 5-Star Airline Rating is the prestigious and unique mark of Quality Achievement and a global benchmark of Airline Excellence. Imitated but never equalled, the World Airline Star Rating was introduced by Skytrax in 1999 and is a premier evaluation system grading airlines on quality.

								» Check out the latest World 5-Star Airline Ratings
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										                World's Best Airline

                                                        										                Nominate the world's Best Airline in the 2024 awards survey
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										                The Best in Business Class

                                                        										                Qatar Airways wins the worlds best Business Class awards
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										                The Worlds Best Airport?

                                                        										                Vote for the world's Best Airports in the latest customer survey
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										                4-Stars in Lyon

                                                        										                Lyon-Saint Exupéry Airport gains 4-Star Airport Rating
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										                Tokyo Haneda achievement

                                                        										                Tokyo Haneda awarded the highest 5-Star Airport Rating for 9th year
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										                Rome gains 5-Stars

                                                        										                Rome Fiumicino Airport is awarded the highest 5-Star Airport Rating

										            

										        
										    

										



                            
                        
                    


                


                
                    
	Worlds Best Airlines
Vote here for the World's Best Airline
» World Airline Survey

        
	        
			
			
        

    The Best Airport?
Your chance to nominate the world's Best Airports
» World Airport Survey





FLYING 5-STAR
The prestigious mark of airline Quality Achievement and a global benchmark of Airline Excellence
» View the World Airline Ratings




2023 WORLD AIRLINE AWARD WINNERS
Singapore Airlines has been voted the World’s Best Airline at the 2023 World Airline Awards. Qatar Airways  ranked No 2 in the world for 2023, with ANA All Nippon Airways in third, Emirates fourth, and Japan Airlines in fifth. 
» VIEW THE 2023 AWARDS

        
	        
			
			
        

    WORLDS BEST CABIN CREW
Garuda Indonesia wins the World's Best Cabin Crew award for 2023.
» View the full results here..
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